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introduction

INTRODUCTION

This thesis has developed from an initial interest in the ways in which the
built landscape is mediated and impacted by the viewing apparatus of
the car. The automobile is a ubiquitous force in the American landscape,
shaping not only the ways we design and plan, but also how we experience
architecture. This interest has evolved into an investigation into the ways
we remember and misremember the things we experience through the
car windows. More often than not architecture is in the background, rather
than in the foreground. Non-architects do not remember buildings by
their plans, sections, and details, instead people remember fragments,
pieces, and generalized characters. The automobile causes architecture
to be compressed in our memory in ways that often differ substantially
from reality. The automotive tourist experiences the landscape in fleeting
glimpses; due to the constant state of movement, one can only recall the
most iconic or affective details rather than a hi-resolution picture.

From the magical landscape of the car wash
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contention

CONTENTION

The way most Americans experience most architecture is mediated by
the car window. Buildings become stage sets, seen only from the façade
outwards and only in fleeting glimpses; architecture is compressed in our
memory to its most essential elements, figures, signs, colors, and materials.
Sunset.zip interrogates the way car mediates our experience of architecture
by foregrounding the strange ways we remember and misremember
what we see through the window and preserving this image in built
architectureal form.

Double Standard - Dennis Hopper
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ways of seeing

WAYS O F S E E I N G

The view from the car has become a critical tool for understanding the
American landscape. Artists and architects over the past several decades
have used the car to analyze the ways in which we perceive various
landscapes in various ways from the car.

10

The way in which this project prioritizes the experience of architecture
from the car windows takes direct influence from artist Ed Ruscha, who
documented the split view of every building elevation on each side of
the Sunset Strip. Completely taking the front and rear views out of the
question through the use of deadpan, straight-on views out of the side
windows of the car, he privileges the flattening of the street wall as a
means of directly engaging with the roadside at a snapshot of the moment
the car passes by. This thesis argues that his documentary method of
roadside architecture is an effective representation of the slow-pan
experience of the car passenger and aims to utilize it for the projective
ends of the project.
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THE SUNSET STRIP

The conceptual testing site for this exercise is the Sunset Strip in Los
Angeles. The Strip is a highly saturated visual sequence; the dense, varied
array of buildings and billboards vies for the driver’s attention at all times,
further reducing our ability to take in any detail for more than a passing
glimpse.
This mile-and-a-half stretch of road was also made famous by the
gangsters, rockers, comedians, and movie stars who frequented its
establishments, transforming the banal and grungy architecture of the
Strip into an iconic tourist destination. These popular culture monuments
come to represent the entire strip, and in a tour of the strip by car they
are reduced to their essential figures, colors, and materials; layer by layer
the strip is abstracted and compressed in our minds to little more than
elements. These buildings from the sunset strip will serve as the source
material for our project representing the compression of a site in our
memory.

LA Weekly, Visit West Hollywood, 2018
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We began by selecting 18 of the most visually and culturally significant
buildings from the sunset strip. These buildings were the sites of some
of the most famous concerts, stand-up performances, drug overdoses,
hollywood shows, hollywood affairs, or were owned and frequented by
hollywood stars; and some of these buildings simply cannot be ignored.
Some are exceptional and eye catching structures, and others are quite
banal, yet they all represent an important piece of the history, culture, and
experience of the Sunset strip. We then faithfully documented the most
notable elevations as experienced from the strip, reducing each building
to the scenography that is seen by a traveler in a car in the form of 2D
elevations in color and 2.5D models that highlight textures and forms.
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zipping the strip
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With the base documentation of these iconic buildings complete, the
project then became an exercise to explore the ways in which these
buildings are reduced in our memory. The process was completed in four
steps, each one progressively building on the compression of the step
before. The four steps are as follows:

Step 1: Compression by Building...
Step 2: Compression by Proximity...
Step 3: Compression by Street Side...
Step 4: Compression for Assembly...
The result is a compressed and saturated version of the Strip, fully
recognizeable as a novel architecture that references yet is estranged from
the original it represents.
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Step 1: Compression by Building...
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Step 1 is based on the idea that while driving down the strip each
building can only be in view for a very short period of time, so the mind
compresses it to its figure, materials, colors, signs, etc. To visualize this, we
compressed each building in isolation into a pedestrian scaled flat totem
with a fixed rule set. Each totem must fit into a 20’x30’ bounding box, have
a full scale door, and capture all of the most iconic and character defining
elements of the building as seen in a fleeting glimpse from the street.
After designing the compressed elevations, we began 3-dimensionalizing
the totems, once again preferencing only the frontal information, leaving
interiors and back of house out. In all these totems, forms and figures
flatten, materials are reduced to graphics, scale and proportions shift, and
some qualities are merged. Surfaces that are not seen from the street and
offer no information to the driver are rendered white. The result of this
exercise is a series of free-standing discrete objects that are referential
to yet estranged from the originals they represent, fully recognizable as
zipped up, compressed versions of each building.
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Step 2: Compression by Proximity...
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Step 2 builds off of the products of Step 1 and is based on associations,
misattributions, and mash-ups of the qualities of neighboring buildings.
There are several buildings on our list that occupy the same block, are
next to each other, or face each other across the street. We identified these
areas of close proximity and began to merge these neighbors together.
This ensures that the resulting totems contain substantial information
of the buildings they come from, but materials, colors, and architectural
elements begin to slide and inter-mesh, making it increasingly difficult to
tell which belongs to whom.
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Step 3: Compression by Street Side...
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Step 3 arranges the products of step 2 according to their position on the
strip and then compressed further into single objects per street side.
Elements of the original buildings are even further estranged, blurring
the lines between each original. These iconic elements, colors, and banal
materials are no longer so rigidly associated with their location on the
boulevard, but as a collection they come to represent the entire Sunset
Strip. It is at once a fragmented and intensely compressed version of the
entire Strip.
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Step 4: Compression for Assembly...
Step 4, and the final product of this exploration further zips up the
Sunset strip from step 3 into a travelling roadside attraction transmitting
this imperfect image of a place in its smallest possible form. In steps
1 through 3 the urban site of the strip has been compressed into two
parallel architectural objects. In step 4 these objects are converted into a
flat-pack stage set allowing the compressed image of the sunset strip to
be transferred on the backs of flatbeds. Therefore, the architecture of this
installation exists in service of presenting that compressed image the same
way it is experienced from the car. Structure exists only to hold up primary
vertical surfaces and the things that attach to them. Doors and windows go
nowhere. Materials are flattened and reproduced as graphics. The memory
of the Sunset Strip as experienced through the car window is reduced to a
scenographic architecture of 2x4’s, plywood, and paint.
When assembled, the installation presents the pedestrian with fragments
of architecture that on the sunset strip served as the background to the
events that made it famous; the banal architecture of the strip stands
as a monument to that cultural history. The experience of this famous
road from the car is now re-presented to the pedestrian passer-by. This
compressed representation of the Strip from the car is able to be explored
at low speeds and the strangeness of how we remember background
architecture from the car is foregrounded in the uncanny composition and
stage set construction of Sunset.zip.
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conclusion
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The automobile is how most Americans experience most architecture and
is a critical lens through which we can reflect upon architecture. From the
car architecture is all image, experienced as a scenographic backdrop
passing by the frame of the car window; it is flat, graphic, shallow, and
often quite banal. Even sites of cultural significance, like the Sunset Strip are
are zipped up in our minds into a gestalt of architectural fragments and
approximations, and the car compresses this memory and this architecture
to the maximum.
While this argument that architecture is mere background image might
be upsetting to architects and preservationists, it opens up worlds
of possibility for preserving the essence, the character, the popular
imagination of a place at a moment in time. It frees us from such reverent
responsibilities to original artifacts, and understanding architecture as a
scenographic backdrop suggests an entirely different attitude towards
design. The implications of this position for conventional design are
beyond the scope of this project, but it is clear that the form, image, and
meaning of architecture are not as clearly associated as Venturi and Scott
Brown suggest in Learning from Las Vegas. This scenographic architecture
hints at a third category beyond the duck and the decorated shed. This
is stageset or billboard architecture, like an old western movie set it is
all front, all image, no interior. This is a bottom up view of architecture
that constructs a critical lens from the perspective of the average viewing
subject, rather than the elitist architect.
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afterword: preservation

Preservation of cultural heritage is generally agreed upon as important
and valuable, but what we preserve and how we preserve it has been
hotly contested for centuries. The physical artifacts of culture from the
past and present that we choose to preserve as a society embody the
values and identity of the group, of a society. Before a discussion about
the methodologies of preserving cultural heritage can even begin, artifacts
have been pre-determined as having cultural value or not. Because of the
vast resources that preservation requires, this judgement is typically made
by social elites, reinforcing and preserving the image of cultural hegemony
of the upper classes of a society. While a critique of preservation practices
is not the primary focus of this paper, it is implicit in my arguments that
the value systems and criteria for determining what cultural artifacts are
worthy of preservation are far too narrow and exclusionary. The popular
cultural heritage of a place is rarely deemed worthy of preservation.
Simply by elevating banal artifacts of popular culture to the status of
cultural heritage we are making an indirect critique of elite culture and
practices. After this simple yet radical curatorial decision has been made
to preserve popular rather than elite culture we must grapple with what it
means to preserve something, and how to preserve it. Our decision was
one of efficiency and efficacy: to preserve the image of a place in a built
form i.e. a secnographic architecture compressing and representing the
image and spirit of a place. It is the most compressed version of an urban
site that can preserve the essence of the original in architectural form.
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